


Laura Perrudin's career has been both unusual and eclectic. Brought up on a diet of
jazz from childhood, her  classical music studies led on to both electronic and traditional
music, via  soul and  hip-hop, through her encounters with innumerable musicians, in her
native Brittany, but also in Paris and New York. Her mission is to open up the possibilities
of the harp to a richer harmonic language, and it was in 2008 that she finally found the key,
when harp-maker Philippe Volant custom-built for her a chromatic pedal-less harp with a
single row of strings. This innovative instrument has allowed her to give free rein to the
sinuous harmonies of her unclassifiable compositions.

B i o

Born in Rennes (Brittany) in 1990, Laura Perrudin started the 'Celtic harp' when she
was 4, and took up her studies three years later at the Rennes  conservatory. Brought up
on a diet  of  jazz,  her  choice of  instrument  was unexpected,  but turned out  to  be an
inevitability. She naturally turned towards jazz, and became conscious of the complexity of
adapting the music to her instrument in certain contexts. This led to her implication in
singing, which allowed her a more instinctive approach to this musical universe. 

Until she was eighteen, she continued her studies in Celtic harp and classical music,
and began to forge for herself an experience as musician and self-taught singer in groups
playing jazz, electro, soul and folk music, or playing in jam sessions. 



She started  composing very  early  on,  which  allowed her  to  bring  together  her
instrument  and  the  voice,  freely  experimenting  with  both,  making  the  most  of  the
possibilities  offered  by  electronics.  She  has  cultivated   a  veritable  obsession  for  the
textures and climates of her sound in her recorded productions.

She has spent years seeking solutions to the problems of incompatibility between
her chosen instrument and jazz, and finally found the answer in 2008, when harp-maker
Philippe Volant built for her a single row chromatic harp. 

Constructing a new methodology for a new instrumental system is both an  exacting
and uncertain mission,  but thanks to this  new-born instrument  many doors  have since
been opened to her.

Her quartet came into being in 2010. Thanks to her associated musicians,- Edouard
Ravelomanantsoa on  Fender  Rhodes,  Sylvain  Hannoun  on bass,  and Paul  Morvan on
drums, her musical universe has developped in her compositions, opening increasingly
towards improvisation. 

Continuing  her  studies  as  harpist  and  singer  at  the  Rennes  and  St  Brieuc
conservatories,  she  pursued  her  work  on  improvisation  and  the  jazz  standards,  and
obtained the state DEM jazz diploma. 

The creation of a solo acoustic repertoire for chromatic harp and voice became
increasingly important for her, and her writing has become increasingly prolific.

In  2011 she took part  in  Steve Coleman and Frédéric  Briet's  Nimbus Orchestra
project.  The experience and knowledge gained from this 'ephemeral  and educational
orchestra', and the encounter with the saxophonist, as well as the vocalist Jen Shyu were
an important turning point in her learning curve. 

She did not abandon the 'Celtic harp', but rendered tribute to the instrument in
working  on  the  music  of  seminal  Breton  harpist  and  composer  Kristen  Noguès,  who
remains for her a vital influence. She turned towards the musicians who surrounded the
great harpist   (Erik Marchand, Jean-Mathias Pétri  etc)  and finally encountered Noguès'
partner Jacques Pellen who assisted her in her research and transcriptions. 

In 2012 a stay in New York was the occasion to encounter or to renew contact with
many musicians who are also great sources of inspiration for her  (Steve Coleman, Becca
Stevens, Gretchen Parlato, Barry Harris, Shai Maestro...).



A w a r d s   a n d   c r e d e n t i a l s

Playing solo or with her quartet, she has performed in places and festivals

such as the 'New Morning' (Paris), the 'Pannonica' (Nantes), 'Jazz a l’Ouest' (Rennes), 'Jazz
a  Vannes',  'Jazz  a Vienne',  'La  Défense'  Jazz  Festival  (Paris),  'Montreux  Jazz  Festival',
l'Opéra de Reims, 'La Passerelle' (St Brieuc), Festival Sons 9 (Paris), The 'Sunside' (Paris),
'Le Baiser Salé' (Paris), 'Le Vauban' (Brest), The '1988' (Rennes), 'La Citrouille' (St Brieuc),
'l'Espace Glenmor' (Carhaix), 'Les Champs Libres' (Rennes), 'le Quai des Rêves' (Lamballe),
the Abbey church of the Mont St Michel, and she has played openers for such divers artists
as Wayne Shorter, Gretchen Parlato, Lovano – Scofield, Ibrahim Maalouf, Kellylee Evans...

With  the  trio  Sloth,  she  played  a  month’s  tour  in  China and  Taiwan in
October/November 2014, in places and festivals such as Xinghai concert hall in canton, the
Shanghai JZ Club, the Marsalis Club in Taipei, the Shenzen Jazz festival, the Changsha Jazz
Festival, the Zhongshan Jazz Festival...



This tour was the opportunity for harp-maker Philippe Volant to create for her an
electric single row chromatic harp, a new instrument custom-made for her which allows her
to explore an infinity of new sound textures. 

The last years have been marked by important musical and stage experiences :

the quartet won the prestigious National Jazz competition at 'Jazz a Vannes' 2013, which
allowed them to play  an  opener  for  the Wayne Shorter  Quartet,  one of  their  seminal
influences ;  Laura  won  the  prize  for  composition  in  the  National  Competition  at  'La
Défense  Jazz  Festival'  2013 in  Paris,  the  2nd   prize  at  the  'Montreux  Jazz  Voice
Competition' 2014, the prize for assistance towards professionalisation at the 'St Germain-
des-Près Jazz Festival'  2014 in Paris, as well as the Radio Alpa Birdland Jazz competition
2013 ; The group was selected for the 'Sélection Rézzo Jazz a Vienne' 2013, for 'Partis pour
un Tour – Itinéraires bis 2013', and 'Bretagne en Scènes' 2014. 

Listeners  may  have  heard  Laura  on  the  radio  in  the  'Matin  des  musiciens'
programme on France Musique, which retraced the history of the harp in jazz, or in the
'carte blanche' of Ibrahim Maalouf for FIP Classic Bazaar, in Alex Dutilh's  Open Jazz, or
have read Franck Bergerot's articles in Jazz Magazine /Jazzman. 

Laura brings out her first album on 2nd March 2015. It will be distributed by l'Autre
distribution. 2015 also marks the beginning of a new collaboration with Laurent Carrier and
his 'Colore' production and diffusion company

P r e s s   R e v i e w

« Winner of numerous prizes either solo or with her quartet in recent years, her unclassifiable style, refined
and intelligent, delights fans of jazz 'off the beaten track'. » 
« Laura Perrudin is only at the beginning of her artistic carer, but she has already redefined the framework of
the harp in jazz and we are sure that her singular universe will become an example. » 

« She has decided to carry us into her world, all around the world. » 

« With her warm and floating voice, solo or with her quartet, she makes us travel all over the world, and
helps us to rediscover this magnificent instrument that is the harp, far from the clichés usually associated
with it. » 

« It's  rather  as if  Björk had chanced upon Herbie Hancock in a Dublin pub, before a John McLaughlin
concert... »

France Inter Paris Radio



« Such are the questions that the harp poses from one generation to another. Laura Perrudin from Rennes is
in Paris with answers that have never before been formulated in such terms. »

« She has known the world of jazz since her earliest days... confronted with this world, she knows the right
questions to ask. She knows how to draw up her harmony as on a piano, but with the gestures which are
proper to her own instrument... or more precisely, her very own gestures. »

« She knows how to vibrate the open strings by attack, and by subtlety... and above all by the tempo, with a
rhythmical positioning which is that of a real jazz-woman. »

« She  has  a  voicing  technique  and  a  polyrhythmical  independence  which  are  so  natural  as  to  be
astonishing. » 

« From jazz standards to poems which she herself has set to music, she re-invents a whole world. »

Franck Bergerot, Jazz Magazine / Jazzman

« Laura Perrudin's voice can be described as light, airy, floating...crystalline without being exaggerated. A
light silky grain gives her a mysterious veil. »

« Her  harp  playing  has  attracted  the  ear  of  a  certain  number  of  spectators,  such  is  its  surprising  and
captivating quality , well off the beaten track. Her palette of colours, whether full of energy or in intimate
mode, highly melodic, or furiously rhythmical, is large. » 

« All this denotes a singular universe and an extraordinarily well established personality for such a young
artist. »

Jean-François Picaut, Citizen Jazz



« The jazz played by harpist  Laura Perrudin and her virtuoso musicians fascinates by its intelligence , its
refinement, and its modernity. »

Ouest France 

« At  only 23,  this artist  from Rennes is  in the process of  moving the frontiers.  Firstly those of  the harp,
hitherto dominated by Celtic and classical spheres. Then those of the world of jazz, where the space for this
instrument with its crystal tones is very limited . »
Le Télégramme

« You notice a striking serenity for such a young artist in the harpist Laura Perrudin.  With her highly serious
air, sure of her art, she generates a most original repertoire. » 

Djam

« The magic  radiated by Laura  Perrudin's  work is  undeniable...  she gives her  whole being to  the harp,
generating a style of playing so complete in its influences and its colours...  Her textual, tactile and organic
music has opened up new landscapes to me. » 

Faded Gecko



T h e   A l b u m

“I grew up in an environment where jazz had always occupied a central place until
my classical music studies at the Conservatory, and it quickly imposed itself as a sort of
foundation  in  the  construction  of  a  multi-cultural  musical  language nourished  by  a
multitude  of  influences, including  electronic  music,  hip-hop,  soul,  and  traditional  and
classical music from different regions of the world. 

Music and colours

“Whilst  there exist  numerous  correspondences between these musical  universes
which make up the  plural artistic identity which is reflected by this first album, the word
'correspondence' has the function of a key thread, in relation to several other catalysts of
the music which are here brought together, the most tangible being of an 'intersensorial'
or synaesthetic nature. In fact since childhood, music has acted on me by resonating with
other  types  of  perception,  particularly  visual  ones  -  colours,  forms,  textures  and
movements  entering  into  correspondence  with  the  sounds  I  hear.  The  compositions
present on this album thus retrace nearly seven years of my life  during which a progressive
clarification  or  decanting  of  this  sensation has  produced a  'code'  of  correspondences
between notes, colours, and elements, just as precise as they are inexplicable. It appears
to me that a 'B-note'  is yellow, (light), 'F' is blue (water), 'F#' is dark blue (the night), 'A' is
white (the air),  'A flat'  is black (nothingness),  'G' is green (vegetable matter),  'C' is red
(fire) , 'D flat' is brown (earth), etc... I have used this 'code' with more-or-less methodical
precision in settings of poems by Oscar Wilde, James Joyce, Edgar Allan Poe, or William
Butler Yeats (among others)  or other elements such as paintings, landscapes, dreams, or
dances,  to music .

Harp, voice and machines

In this solitary task, the instrument also enters into correspondence with the voice of
which it is an extension, and which itself claims an instrumental role. In this way, my work
on arrangements has been orientated towards this vocal/instrumental relationship which is
at the heart of my work, but I have also explored a correspondence which has pursued me
for a long time, between the 'real' or 'palpable' world of  acoustic instruments, and the
parallel  and virtual  sound-world of  machines,  which I  wanted to bring into  a dialogue
together.  The possibilities  of  orchestration which  sound synthesising,  automation  and
recording studio tools offered me, allowed me to put into effect in the broadest manner
possible, the potential of the single row chromatic harp which I had built for me in 2008 by
harp-maker Philippe Volant, and to which I have entirely devoted myself since. 



A Self-Portrait

The recording of this album took a whole month. It was necessary for me to really
take the time to bring together all  the elements  of  this  construction in a very precise
manner. The time taken and this approach implied a very real isolation and seemed to be
logistically and financially incompatible with working in  an 'official' studio. For this reason,
I withdrew to a small house isolated in the Breton countryside. Fitted out with the help of a
few friends, we took a few days to work on the acoustics and to set up the home studio,
with the sound engineer who was to work on the mix, Jérémy Roualt, in order to make it
possible to record the takes alone. All this in an environment which imposed its constraints
and  its  rhythms  (electrical  circuit  problems,  noises  from  the  wood  burner,  passing
agricultural  vehicles,  storms,  birds,  falling  chestnuts...).  There  followed  a  meticulous
process of work on the balance, modelling the textures  and the added effects which
allowed the arrangements that I had imagined to take form. A long process of mixing with
Jérémy allowed the music to find its  space and its  equilibrium before Philippe Tessier
Ducros brought all the finesse of his expertise to the mastering. 

This first solo album, if it is presented as a self-portrait, is not so much an 'instant
photographic  portrait'  as  pictorial  art,  by  the  minute  detail  of  the  work  and the  time
devoted to the smallest detail, from the writing phase to the post-production, far from the
proximity and immediacy of a concert.” 
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